KAFM Community Advisory Board (CAB) Agenda/Notes

10/26/21 5:30 pm  Meeting 5 of 6

In Attendance: Katie, Betty, Martha, Kim, Karen
Absent: Janice, Matt,

Reminder: CAB does not make policy but recommendations

1. Random Music 10 Minutes Top of the hour:
   ● Initiated due to cleaning protocols brought on by Covid.

We have random music at the 50 break at the end of each show, can you tell?
   ● We don’t really notice the random music...it sounds pretty natural
   ● We hope the cleaning protocol stays in the place and most programmers are compliant

Does it detract from the appeal of the station?

2. Subbing VS Rebroadcasting VS Automating

When a volunteer is absent and we are unable to get a sub we have been rebroadcasting an old show keeping the feel of the absent volunteers show style.

Have you noticed any differences between rebroadcasting and automating?
   ● Rebroadcasts are edited to remove time sensitive and interactive material
   ● Most programmers are okay with “rebroadcasts”, but a few programmers have shared concerns about this.
   ● The station has not received any negative feedback from any listeners
   ● Are we transparent about why we would be rebroadcasting or automating?
     ○ When the station started playing rebroadcasts or automated shows because of Covid, an announcement was made.